Analyzing the Sentiment
of

Findings
When headlines lacking polarized words are
accounted for, we see a trend line in between
comments and headlines with an R2 ranging from
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.02 to .11 and a consistently significant P-value for
nearly every news section.
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into the implications of phrasing on article

application is in marketing to understand

headlines -- it is common to find that even minor

customer feedback, but the process can be

shifts in the focus of a headline alters what aspects

applied to any natural language data.
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conscientious, accurate reporting, it offers little for
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journalists already taking steps to ensure precise
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explicitly alters the way a reader views content, this
research attempts to explain how the sentiment
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inherent to an otherwise fair headline implicitly
alters a readers reaction to the article.
Even the most objective headline likely uses
language rife with implicit sentiment, often out of

which relies on conditional probability, the

necessity. For example,

probability of both events A and B occurring is

“Senator cuts budget”

equal to the probability of event A multiplied by

is meaningless without context, but negative

the probability of event B happening after event

connotations associated with the word cut

A, all divided by the probability of B.

psychologically prime the reader to assume
negative sentiment going into the article.
Using the New York Times archives of online

This classifier, when provided with a
dictionary of polarized words and their
associated sentiment value from -1 to 1, is

articles and their corresponding comments, this

applied to two sets of film reviews to “train” its

theory is tested by passing said comments and

ability to predict1. The training set is labeled as

headlines through a Naïve Bayes classifier trained

positive or negative while the testing set

on film reviews to quantify sentiment, providing a

remains unlabeled so that the classifier’s

means of comparing headline sentiment polarity to

conditional probability predictions can be tested

corresponding comment polarity.

and refined.
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